Institutional Distinctiveness
of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi Vedic Vishwavidyalaya
The distinctive and unique area of MMYVV is the study, practice and propagation of Science and
Technologies of Consciousness which somehow is not available in most of the educational institutions.
His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ji the Founder Chancellor and the foremost scientist of
Consciousness revived the ancient Indian Vedic Knowledge from its very basis, the simplest state of
Human Consciousness, the techniques to experience Pure Consciousness, Harnessing the infinite
creativity, Its expression in the Hymns of Vedas and Vedic literature ultimately manifesting in the form
of whole ever expanding Universe there by providing science and technologies to create a peaceful,
progressive and harmonious world.
MMYVV since its inception is working to accomplish the same vision using all the technologies of
Consciousness provided, used and verified by Maharishi ji for creating Ideal Individuals, society having
Knowledge Power and Bliss and a peaceful, progressive and harmonious world. This University is one of
the Universities applying all the principles and ideologies founded by founder Chancellor not just having
University in his name.
The priority of the University is increasing Sattwa (Orderliness and purity) in the individual and collective
consciousness, so all the faculty, staff and students are taught Transcendental Meditation and TM Siddhi
program (Benefits of TM and TM Siddhi program may be added here itself or in an annexure) to not only
provide all knowledge in every brain and not just in Libraries and while doing so through the Field effect
simultaneously contributing and creating world peace.
The thrust is to explore Ved, Vedic Literature and Vedic Technologies in the light of Maharishi Vedic
Science and propagate the knowledge to all the students and society, establishing large groups of
Transcendental Meditation and TM Siddhi practitioners not only benefiting them individually but also
create harmony and orderliness in collective consciousness to win over the tendencies of terror and war
and create peace and prosperity for the Nation and the whole world through the proper use of Vedic
Technologies of Yagya, Yog, Udyog, Jyotish, SthapatyaVed, Ayurved, GandharvaVed etc.

